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Introduction 
The study of those degrees which are upper bounds for the arithmetical degrees 
has been approached from several directions. These degrees were studied by 
Putnam and his students in an attempt to iterate the jump operator through the 
arithmetical degrees, a program which was completed by Hodes [4]. Enderton and 
Putnam [2] showed that if a is an upper bound for the arithmetical degrees, then 
aC2)>OCw). This led to a study of upper bounds for the arithmetical degrees from a 
degree-theoretic viewpoint. Results of Sacks [17], Jockusch and Simpson [9], 
Hodes [5] and Knight, Lachlan and Soare [lo] have added to our knowledge of 
these degrees. The results of Jockusch and Simpson were instrumental in stimulat- 
ing further studies of the elementary theory of the poset of Turing degrees. 
The study of degrees which are upper bounds for the arithmetical degrees has 
also had interactions with the study of degrees of models of Th(N), i.e., the 
degrees of models of the elementary theory of the semiring of natural numbers. 
Feferman [3] showed that the degree of any model of Th(N) is an upper bound 
for the arithmetical degrees. Harrington, Marker [14], and Knight, Lachlan and 
Soare [lo] then constructed models of Th(N) with various properties. A charac- 
terization of the degrees of models of Th(N) was obtained by Solovay, and 
improved upon by Marker and Macintyre [13]. 
Our interest in upper bounds for the arithmetical degrees (ar) was stimulated by 
the following question of Marker and Knight: Can a minimal upper bound for 
the arithmetical degrees be the degree of a model of Th(N)? Our investigations led 
us to study the relationship between other properties of upper bounds for the 
arithmetical degrees, and analogies between those upper bounds lying below 0’“’ 
and the degrees below 0 (2) One of our hopes is that the comparison of these sets .
of degrees will lead to a definition of 0’ over the elementary theory of the 
(ordering of the) degrees. 
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The first theorem which we prove in this paper answers questions raised by 
Marker and by Knight, Lachlan and Soare. We show that there is an upper bound 
d for the arithmetical degrees such that d’ z=O’“’ but d is not the degree of a 
subuniform upper bound for the arithmetical sets. It then follows that this degree 
is not the degree of a model of Th(N). We next turn to comparisons of the upper 
bounds for the arithmetical degrees below 0’“’ and the degrees below O’*‘. We 
show that all uniform upper bounds for the arithmetical functions bound minimal 
upper bounds for the arithmetical degrees. We then introduce a counterpart of 
the generalized high/low hierarchy which is useful for studying upper bounds for 
the arithmetical degrees. We first locate minimal upper bounds for the arithmeti- 
cal degrees within this hierarchy. We then give a direct proof of a result hidden in 
[lo] which relates jumps of upper bounds for the arithmetical degrees to uniform 
upper bounds for the arithmetical functions. Finally, we determine which classes 
of this hierarchy are non-empty. The conclusion discusses open questions. 
We will use the following notation. N is the set of natural numbers. The 
enumeration theorem gives us a recursive sequence of recursive functionals 
{cD~ : e E N}; @,(A) is the partial function obtained by computing via the eth 
computation procedure with oracle A. If Qe(A) converges given input x, we 
denote the corresponding output by Qj,(A ; x). We use @,_(A ; x) to denote the 
result of performing s steps in the computation of @,(A; x). And if (+ is a finite 
sequence of OS and Is, we let @J(a) denote the application of the eth computation 
procedure with oracle cr; thus if the question, “is n EU?“, arises during the 
computation of ae(((+; x) and n$dom(cr), then this computation has no output. 
Let f : N-+N be a partial function. We write f(x)_l if x ~dom(f), and f(x)t 
otherwise. Given n E N, f ] n is the restriction of f to domain dom(f) n{x : x -C n}. 
We fix a recursive one-one pairing function (., a): N* + N, and under this 
function, we define fLil: N -+ N by F’](x) = f((i, x)) for each i EN. fcil is referred to 
as the ith section off. Sets are identified with their characteristic functions, and for 
A s N, (A\ denotes the cardinality of A. 
Let A EN be given. A’, the completion of A, is defined as {e : aj,(A; e)J}. The 
completion operator can be iterated by defining A0 = A and A(“+‘) = (A(“))‘. The 
completion operator is an invariant of Turing degree, so gives rise to the jump 
operator; hence if A has degree a, then a(“) will denote the degree of A’“‘. In 
particular, we may start with the degree 0 of the empty set 8, and use the jump 
operator to generate a strictly increasing sequence of degrees {O(“) : n E N}. At 
level w, we let g(W) = {(n, e) : e E (d(“)} and let 0’” be the degree of p)Cw’. 
D will denote the set of all degrees, and 9 will be the poset of degrees. For 
a E D and n E N, we let D.” denote the interval {d : a < d s a(“‘}. Notation is also 
needed for intervals of degrees determined by ideals. Thus we let ar denote the 
arithmetical degrees and let D”, denote the upper bounds for ar. Dz= 
Ds n {d : d G 0’“‘). Given any set Dz of degrees, Ji will denote {d : 3c E Dz (c’ = d)}. 
The set Y of strings is the set of all finite sequences of natural numbers, and Y, 
is the set of all binary strings. Given (T E 9, lb(u) = ]dom(cr)\. Given cr, T E 9, v * r 
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is the concatenation of cr and r, i.e., 
u*r(x) = 
4x) if x < Ih(a), 
T(X - lh(cr)) if lb(a) G x <lb(a) + lb(T). 
Strings can be viewed as partial functions. Thus if f is a partial function, we write 
u c f if f extends the string a, u 1 f means g and f are incompatible. 
1. Filters of DL 
On the surface, DL and Dg seem to be similar intervals of degrees. For 
example, Enderton and Putnam [2] and Sacks [17] have combined to show that 
0’“’ is the least degree in {d (2). d E D”} Thus we might hope to learn much about 
D: by pursuing analogies between & and D$ Sacks [ 171, however, pointed out 
an important difference between these structures. He showed that the degree 0’ 
has no counterpart in D& i.e., {d‘:dE D:} has no least element. This result is one 
reason which has convinced us that the pursuit of the study of similarities and 
differences between Di and Dz could be important. Our hope is that this study 
will identify certain special properties of 0’, and lead to a way to define 0’ over the 
degrees. For one of the major difficulties in defining 0’ is to differentiate between 
0’ and degrees which are high (H,, the class of high degrees, is {d<O’ : d’ = O@)}) or 
generalized high (GH,, the class of generalized high degrees, is {d:d’ = (dU 0’)‘)). 
One of our aims is to find classes of degrees in D; having properties in common 
with classes of high degrees, so that we may be able to isolate some of the basic 
properties of highness. Most classes of DL which we will study will be upwards 
closed, hence are filters of D;. We begin by discussing uniform upper bounds. 
Let SE w”’ be given. We say that a is an upper bound (ub) for S if every 
element of S has degree <a. We say that a is a uniform upper bound (uub) for S if 
there is a function f of degree <a such that S = vi’: i E w}. a is a subuniform upper 
bound (suub) for S if there is a function f of degree <a such that S E (ftil : i E w). 
Let REC (ret) be the class of recursive functions (sets) and let AR (ar) be the 
class of arithmetical functions (sets). The following theorem relates uubs to a 
degree-theoretic notion. 
1.1. Theorem (Jockusch [6]). The following are equivalent conditions for a degree 
a. 
(i) a’ > O(‘). 
(ii) a is a uub for REC. 
(iii) a is a suub for REC. 
(iv) a is a uub for rec. 
Furthermore, (i) implies, but is not implied by the following condition. 
(v) a is a suub for rec. 
The analogy between Df and Dz does not preserve all equivalences of 
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Theorem 1.1. However, most implications between the analogous properties have 
been determined. In order to summarize these results more easily, we list the 
properties to be discussed. 
(1.1) a’ > 0’“) 
(1.2) a is a uub for AR. 
(1.3) a is a suub for AR. 
(1.4) a is a uub for ar. 
(1.5) a is a suub for ar. 
Clearly (1.2)$(1.3)+(1.5) and (1.4)+(1.5). It is easily shown that (1.2)j 
(1.4). Jockusch and Simpson [9] have shown that (1.3)j(l.l) and (1.3)$(1.2). It 
follows from Hodes [4, Theorem 2.11 and the fact that (1.3)@(1.2)+(1.1) that 
(1.4)+(1.2) and (1.4)+(1.1). These non-implications are also proved in Knight, 
Lachlan and Soare [lo], where it is shown that (1.5) * (l.l), and we will show, 
later in this section, that (l.l)~(l.S). It is not known whether (1.5)$(1.4). Thus 
the following implications and non-implications are known: 
(1.1) 
Fig. 1. 
Domination properties are closely related to uubs. Let f be a total function and 
let $ be a partial function. We say that f dominates $ if {x : $(x).J>f(x)} is finite. 
It is easily shown that {a : 3f E a cf dominates every partial recursive function)} = 
{a : aa 0’). Martin [ 151 has shown that {a : 3f E a (f dominates every total recursive 
function)} = {a : a’ 2 0’“). Hence by Theorem 1.1, a is a uub for REC iff a contains 
a function which dominates every total recursive function. However, when the 
recursive functions are replaced by the arithmetical functions, the two domination 
properties coincide. For every partial arithmetical function has arithmetical do- 
main, so can be extended to a total arithmetical function. Hence {a : 3f~ a (f 
dominates every partial arithmetical function)} = {a : 3f E a (f dominates every 
total arithmetical function)}. Furthermore, Jockusch has noted that these classes 
of degrees coincide with the class of degrees of uubs for AR. 
Another very useful characterization of the class of degrees of uubs for AR was 
found by Knight, Lachlan and Soare [lo]. We say that f : w3 + w unifomzEy 
approximates to @So) if 
Vn 3s Vt 2 s Vx (f(n, t, x) = $9’“‘(x)). 
It is shown in [lo] that the class of degrees of uniform approximations to gco’ is 
the same as the class of degrees of uubs for AR. 
A related class is the class of high covers introduced by Jockusch and Simpson 
[9]. We say that the ub d for ar is a high cover for ar if there is a ub a for ar such 
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that d’ = a”‘. Thus we specify the following properties of a degree a: 
(1.6) a is a high cover for ar. 
(1.7) a = d’ for some ub d for ar. 
Jockusch and Simpson noted that (1.7) j (1.6) j (1.2), but were unable to deter- 
mine whether these implications could be reversed. Hodes [.5] and Knight, 
Lachlan and Soare [lo] also ask if (1.2) + (1.7). However, discussions we have 
had with Lachlan have revealed that the proof in [lo] that there is a degree d of a 
model of Th(N) with d(‘) = 0’“’ proves that (1.2)+ (1.7), and so we have other 
characterizations of the uubs for AR, two of which are definable over the degrees 
with jump. 
Another class of degrees which is closely related to degrees of uniform upper 
bounds is the class of degrees of models of Th(N), the elementary theory of the 
semiring of natural numbers. Thus we introduce the class of degrees which satisfy 
the property 
(1.8) a is the degree of a model of Th(iV). 
Feferman [3] showed that (1.8)+(1.5), and Macintyre and Marker [13] have 
shown that (1.4)j (1.8). In fact, by improving on a result of Solovay, Macintyre 
and Marker have obtained a nice recursion-theoretic characterization of the 
degrees satisfying (1.8). Such degrees arise as uubs for sets S which are collections 
of all sets of all degrees in some ideal of the degrees which contains ar, and also 
has the property that any tree coded in S (such a tree is viewed as a set of strings) 
which has an infinite branch, has an infinite branch in S. 
Marker [14] asked whether (l.l)j(1.8). We now prove that (1.1)$(1.5) and 
hence that (1.1)+(1.4). It then follows that (l.l)=$(l.S) providing a negative 
answer to Marker’s question. 
1.2. Theorem. There is a ub CC O(“” for ar such that C’S 0’” but c is not a suubfor ar. 
Proof. We will construct a set A of degree a as the union of an increasing 
sequence of partial functions {(Y, : s E w}. For each n E o, we will eventually specify 
a corresponding j and reserve the jth section of A for the purpose of coding fl’n’ 
into A. This coding will satisfy 
(1.9) x~~~“~~~s((2x,~)~A~~~)~SVs((2x+1,s)~A’~~). 
Thus @“) will be both r.e. and co-r.e. in A, hence recursive in A. The approxima- 
tions to A will have to respect this coding. Thus we say that aril is consistent with 
$V”) if 
(1.10) vs ((2x, S)EcP --, x E $P> & vs ((2x + 1, S)E CYtil -+ x& @“‘). 
Given (T and CY such that (T is compatible with (Y (i.e. Vx (a(x)& & a(x)l -+ V(X) = 
(w(x)> and ati’ is consistent with fl’“‘, we say that (T preserves ,ti1 for p)(“j if for all x 
such that a”‘(~)~ and a!“‘(x)?, ori’ = 0. 
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In order to make the jump of the degree constructed satisfy c’ao’“‘, we 
construct a function f of degree b such that for all ~1, x E o, lim, f(s, n, x) = $9’“‘(x). 
We then prevent the final degree c = a U b from being a suub for ar. f will be 
constructed as the union of partial functions {$S : s E w}. 
The following requirements are introduced with the intent of preventing c from 
being a suub for ar: 
R,.: .I (@ (A@f))til#@‘+“. ‘2 
We try to satisfy R,,i by finding s and x such that @‘,((Y,G~$~; (i, x))i # fJcecl)(x). 
Once such s and x are found, we say that R, is i-satisjied. Ultimately, we wish to 
satisfy the requirements R, = U {R,,i : i E w} for all e E o. Thus we establish a 
recursive priority ordering of {R,i : e, i E w} of order type w, with R,,i being the 
requirement corresponding to (e, i). If we have completed all attempts at satisfy- 
ing all higher priority requirements and find that we cannot i-satisfy R, at stage 
s + 1, then we extend (Y, infinitely in such a way as to force Qe(ACBf) to be a 
partial function. In this case, we satisfy R, at stage s + 1. This extension (~,+i of (Y, 
interferes with the coding of flCk’ into A for k > e, but since we never again need 
to attempt to j-satisfy R, for any j, R, will interfere with the coding of PJCk) into A 
for k > e at most once. Hence if, after each such interference with the coding of 
BCk) into A, we reserve a new section of A for PJCk) and begin coding anew, we will 
have a final section reserved for coding flCk) into A with which we will never 
interfere. 
We try to satisfy Re,i in such a way so as to preserve or be consistent with 
coding on any reserved sections of A. Thus we say that CT is e-consistent relative 
to y at stage s + 1 if 
(i) For each k > e and each i such that section i is currently reserved for IZJCk), u 
preserves ytil for flCk); and 
(ii) For all k se and each i such that section i is currently reserved for gCk), olil 
is consistent with flCk). 
e-consistency allows us to continue coding correctly for $9(“) if k s e, and not 
destroy the ability to code correctly for $3 (k) if k > e. Barring cancellation of 
reserved sections (which may happen finitely often), we will either be able to 
i-satisfy R, with a u s> (Y, which is e-consistent at stage s + 1 relative to (Y,, or we 
will satisfy R, at stage s + 1 by completing various sections of CX, with OS. This 
whole procedure will be carried out recursively in ace’. 
As mentioned above, reservation of sections may be cancelled. Thus at a given 
stage of the construction, we will say that section k is currently reserved for p)@) if 
there is an earlier point of the construction at which section k was reserved for 
!J (e), and this reservation has not yet been cancelled. 
The following induction hypotheses will be satisfied at the end of stage s of the 
construction: 
(1.11) t/t Vn Vx ((n, x>Cs --, ($(t, n, x)l & 34 Vv 3 u ($(v, n, x)=@“‘(x)))). 
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(1.12) Vn Vx ((n, X>~S 3 {t:$(t, n, x)J} is finite). 
(1.13) Only finitely many sections are currently reserved. 
(1.14) Vj (section j of A is currently reserved for at most one fl’“‘). 
(1.15) Vj Vk (If section j of A is currently reserved for fl@‘, then dam(@) is 
finite and (Y!’ is consistent with flCk’). 
(1.16) {j : dom(cr’,“) # @} is finite. 
The construction proceeds as follows. 
Stage 0. Set CQ = Ql= &. No sections are reserved and no requirements are 
satisfied. 
Stage s+ 1. We proceed through a sequence of five steps, each aimed at 
satisfying an important property of the construction. 
Step 1. Approximate to fl (w) through 4. We extend I/J~ to 8,+1 (which will, in 
turn, later be extended to &+1) as follows: 
&(r, n, x) 
i 
if &(r, n, x)l, 
%+r(r, n, x) = P)‘“‘(x) if &(r, n, x)t & s = (n, x>, 
t otherwise. 
Step 2. Reserue sections. Fix the least n such that no section is currently 
reserved for Id’“‘, and the least j such that dom(av’) = 8. By (1.16), such a j must 
exist. Reserve section j for 8’“‘. 
Step 3. Force LY to be total. Fix the least m such that o!,(m)?. Define 
a,(n) 
i 
if as(n)& 
&+1(n) = 0 if m = n, 
t otherwise. 
Step 4. Code each f2@’ into a. This step is carried out for each j for which there 
exists an n such that section j is currently reserved for fl(“). By (1.13) and (1.14), 
there are only finitely many such j, and the correspondence of j with n is unique. 
Fix such a j, and fix n for j. Fix the least x such that for all t, P!+!,((~x, t)) # 1 and 
/3!!,((2x+ 1, t)) # 1, and the least t for x such that pFJ,((2x, t))? and 
@:1’!,((2x+ 1, t))?. By (1.15), such t and x will exist. ?/s+~ will extend Pstl by 
adding the following values in each such j-section: 
r[,‘!i((2x, t) = 1 is added if @“‘(x) = 1 
and 
7!i1((2x + 1, t)) = 1 is added if @“‘(x) = 0. 
Step 5. Satisfy a requirement. Fix (e, i)E o such that (e, i) = s. If R, is satisfied, 
set as+1 = Y~+~ and c%+~ = &+i and proceed to the next stage. Suppose that R, has 
not yet been satisfied. Search for u E .Y*, x E w, and a finite C,!J compatible with ostl 
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such that (+ is e-consistent relative to ?/s+r and cD~((+@$,; (i, x))J # QCe+r)(x). If 
such x, CJ and $ exist, choose the first such triple (x, o, I/J,) which has found (we 
have a fixed recursive well-ordering of w x 9’; of order-type w) and set o,+r = 
~+lUo and &+I= ostl U I/I; R, is now i-satisfied. If no such triple exists, set 
$s+1= %+r and let as+1 extend ys+l by setting &t(x) = 0 for all j such that 
section j is currently reserved for some n > e, and all x; these sections have their 
reservations for any QCn) cancelled. R, is now satisfied. 
This completes the construction. We leave it to the reader to verify the 
induction hypotheses. It follows from Step 1 and (1.11) that f = lJ s C/J~ is total; and 
it follows from Step 3 that A = IJ, (Y, E w. 
We note that each R, becomes satisfied at most at one stage, after which it 
remains permanently satisfied. Since cancellation of the reservation of a section 
for Q(“) occurs only when, for some e < n, R, becomes satisfied, it follows from 
Step 2 of the construction that for each n, there are s and k such that for all t 2 s, 
section k is reserved for Q(“) at stage t. 
Fix n and k such that section k is reserved for Q”‘) at all sufficiently large stages. 
It follows from (1.15) that Atkl is consistent with Q(“), and for all s, dom(cll[,kl) is 
finite. Hence Step 4 of the construction is carried out infinitely often on section k. 
We now see that (1.9) holds and so that a is a ub for ar. Thus c= aU h is a ub for 
ar which lies below 0’“‘. Furthermore, by (1.11) and since b S c, @“‘((n, x)) = 
lim, f(s, n, x), so 0 Cm) <h’; hence 0’“’ < c’. 
In order to verify that c is not a suub for ar, we show that for each e, Ge(A@f) 
does not serve as a set witnessing that c is a suub for ar. Fix e E o. If R, is not 
satisfied, then for all i, R, is i-satisfied at stage s = (e, i)+ 1. We then have an x 
such that @e (a, CD & ; (i, x>)$ # @e+u(x>. Since A 3 CY, and f 3 &, 
@JA@f:(i, x))J,#E)‘“+~‘(x). Hence for all i, (@e(AC13f))‘i1#8’“+1’, and so 
cD~(A@~) does not witness that c is a suub for ar. 
Otherwise, there is an i E o such that R, becomes satisfied at stage s = (e, i>+ 1. 
We complete the proof of the theorem by showing that QC(A @f) is not total, 
hence cannot witness that c is a suub for ar. For assume that Qe(A@fl is total in 
order to obtain a contradiction. Then for each x, there are u c A and I/J c f such 
that @Jo@+; (i, x))J. By (1.15) and the procedure for completing CX!“’ with OS if 
and when its reservation is cancelled, A, and hence u must be e-consistent 
relative to ys ; and I,!I is compatible with 8,. Since R, became satisfied, 
@,,(a@G;(i,x))=Q (e+1)(x), and for all T and 8, if r is e-consistent relative to ?/s and 
8 is compatible with 0, then GJ~,(~@ 8 ; (i, x)) = (a (e+1)(~). Hence we can compute 
QCe+‘)(x) by finding r e-consistent relative to ys and 8 compatible with 0, such that 
@,,(~@6; (i, x))J. We will then have cD~(T@c; (i, x)) = flee+‘)(x). Furthermore, 
such r and (+ must exist, as cD~,(A@~) is total. Since 0, and ys are partial recursive 
with recursive domains, and since to check whether r is e-consistent with ?/s 
requires only Qce) as an oracle, we see that (@~(A@f))“‘~,Q’“‘. Hence 
Q w’) +- QCe), yielding the desired contradiction. Cl 
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Theorem 1.2 answers a question raised by Knight, Lachlan and Soare [lo]. It 
also implies a negative answer to Marker’s [ 141 question as to whether every ub a 
for ar such that a’ z=O’“’ is the degree of a model of Th(N). 
1.3. Corollary. There is a ub a for ar such that a’ z=O(*) but a is not the degree of a 
model of Th(N). 
Proof. Theorem 1.2 provides a ub a for ar such that a’ ?=O’“’ and a is not a suub 
for ar. Feferman [3] has shown that every degree of a model of Th(N) is a suub 
for ar. Hence a is not the degree of a model of Th(N). q 
A stronger version of Theorem 1.2 will be needed in Section 5, where we 
discuss the generalized high/low hierarchy relativized to Dz. Along with A and f 
constructed in the proof of Theorem 1.2, we will want to construct a uub h for 
AR such that (ACBf@h)‘+ gcW). We indicate how to modify the proof of 
Theorem 1.2 in order to obtain this stronger result. 
We begin by forming a list cfi : i E CO} of all total arithmetical functions with the 
property that there are functions p, 4 +-e)(w) such that for all i E CO, fi = 
@p&$q(i))). Given two functions g and h, we say that g =* h if {x : g(x) # h(x)} is 
finite. 
h will be constructed as U {A, : s E w}. The following additional induction 
hypotheses will be satisfied at the end of stage s. 
(1.17) Vjss (domALil)=,&h[il-* - fi). 
(1.18) VjZs (dom(A;,“) is finite;. 
It follows easily from (1.17) that h is a uub for AR. We will introduce a new step 
to stage s + 1 of the construction whose aim is to satisfy (1.17). At this step, if A, is 
the current approximation to h, we extend h, to AZ by defining hz[“‘(x) = f,(x) for 
all x such that hj,“‘(x)T. It then follows from (1.18) that (1.17) is satisfied at the 
end of stage s + 1. 
We must also construct A, f and h in such a way so that (A@f @ h)‘+$P’). 
We will accomplish this by constructing the sequences {a, : s E w}, {I+$ : s E W} and 
{A, : s E o} recursively in g’“‘, and guaranteeing that 
(1.19) @i,(A@f@h; s)~~~~(~~s+l~~~+l~hs+l; s)l. 
Thus we add a last step to stage s + 1 at which we ask if we can find finite 
extensions a:, *I: and A: of the current approximations to A, f and h respec- 
tively such that @s(a:@$L:6BA,t; s)J,, and (Y: is e-consistent relative to ?/s+~ at 
stage s + 1, where e = lh(ys+J. If so, we specify such finite extensions astl, Q!J~+~ 
and &+i, and note that (1.19) holds. If not, we set (Y,+~, &+l and Asi to be the 
current approximations to A, f and h respectively. Since A is e-consistent relative 
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to Y~+~, it will be the case that @,(A@f@ h; s)? and so (1.19) will hold. In either 
case, it follows from (1.19) that (A@f&h)‘+@‘“‘. 
The above modifications to Theorem 1.2 result in a proof of the following 
theorem. 
1.4. Theorem. There are degrees d, hE DG such that d’aO’“‘, d is not a suub for 
ar, h is a uub for AR, and (dU h)’ GO’“‘. (Hence d’ = (dU h)’ = O’“‘.) 
2. Jumps of upper bounds for ar 
Recall that J; = {d : 3c (c’ = d & c is an ub for ar} n D: and Jz = {d : 3c (c’ = d)} n 
D$. Sacks [ 171 and Jockusch and Simpson [9] have noted that J: has no least 
element, in contrast to Jf. Thus we have looked at some proofs of theorems about 
degrees in Ji to see what effect the difference between Ji and JL has on obtaining 
counterparts of the theorems for JL, and, in several cases, have failed to 
encounter any problem in obtaining the counterpart theorem. We consider a 
particular result of this type, namely, that every dc J: bounds a minimal upper 
bound (mub) for ar. (Another result for which we have obtained a counterpart is 
the join theorem.) Thus we generalize a theorem of Jockusch [7] which states that 
every degree in GH, bounds a minimal degree. The construction which we 
present seems to lie somewhere between that used to show that there is a minimal 
degree below 0’ and Jockusch’s construction, in that approximations to oracles are 
needed as in Jockusch’s construction, but no appeal to the Recursion Theorem is 
necessary. 
A partial (binary) tree is a partial function T: Y, -+ Sp, which satisfies the 
following conditions: 
(2.1) Vu, T E Y2 (a c_ .-r & T(T)$ + T(a)l s T(T)). 
(2.2) Va, T E sP,(u 17 & T(a)L & T(T)& + T(u) 1 T(T)). 
(2.3) Va~.Y~tli ~1 (T(v*i)J+ T(u*(l- i)>J). 
We say that T is a tree (henceforth we will use tree to include partial trees) which 
is a-computable if there is an index for T as a partial function relative to an oracle 
A of degree =za. As a tree is a set of strings, if T1 and T2 are trees, we say that T1 
is a subtree of T2 (T, c T.-J if T1 is a subset of T2. Thus a subtree of T is just a 
subset of T which is a tree. Given u E T, we say that u is terminal on T if for all 
T 2 u, T$ T. We say that T is pointed if T is recursive in every infinite branch of T. 
We will use trees to force conditions which guarantee that the degree of the set 
constructed is a mub for ar. Our construction will begin with the identity tree, Id, 
defined by Id(u) = u for all u E Sp,. We now define the properties of the remaining 
trees which we will use. Constructions of these trees and verification of the 
lemmas specifying their properties can be found in [ll, Chapters V and IX]. 
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Let T be a tree and let E E .Yz be given. Define the tree Ext(T, 5) by: 
We note that Ext(T, 5) is a subtree of T (possibly the null tree) which has the 
following properties: 
2.1. Remark. Let T be a pointed tree and let [E .Y2 be given. Then Ext(T, 5) is a 
pointed subtree of T, and for all r EE~~(T, t), r is terminal on T if, and only if r is 
terminal on Ext(T, 5). Furthermore, there is a recursive function f such that 
whenever e is an index for T as an a-computable tree, f(e, 6) is an index for 
Ext(T, E) as an a-computable tree. 
The next class of trees is used to make sure that the degree of the set which we 
build is an upper bound for ar. Let T be a tree and let C E N be given. We define 
the tree Pt(T, C) by: 
I 
TM) if u = fl and T(B)& 
Pt(T, C)(a) = 
T(q * C(lh(a) * i)) if (+ = r * i, i E (0, l}, r = T(q) 
and T(q *C(W) * i))J, 
I t otherwise. 
If T is a-computable and a <c (c is the degree of C), then Pt(T, C) will be 
c-pointed i.e., every infinite branch of Pt(T, C) will have degree 2~. We note that 
Pt(T, C) is a subtree of T which has the following properties: 
2.2. Remark. Let T be a b-computable pointed partial tree, and let C be a set of 
degree cab. Then Pt(T, C) is a c-pointed (c-computable) partial tree. In fact, 
there is a recursive function f such that for all e and n, if e is an index for t as an 
a-computable tree (from oracle A) and C = @,,(A), then f(e, n) is an index for 
Pt(T, C) as a tree computable from oracle A. Furthermore, if u is terminal on 
Pt(T, C) then there is a T 2 u such that r is terminal on T. 
There is one more class of trees which will be used, the class of e-splitting trees. 
Thus for every partial tree T and every e E w, there is a partial tree Sp(T, e) with 
the following properties: 
2.3. Remark. Let B be a set of degree b, let T be a b-computable pointed partial 
tree, and let e E w be given. Then Sp(T, e) is a b-computable pointed partial tree 
and for all branches gESp(T, e), if Qe(g) is total then B@@e(g)=Tg. Also, if 
(+ = T(5) is terminal on Sp(T, e), then for all branches g of Ext(T, [), if Oe(g> is 
total then Qe(g) +B. Also, there is a recursive function f uniform in B such that 
whenever e and n E w are given such that T= Q,(B), then Sp(T, e) = QfC,,,(B). 
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The trees which have been introduced enable us to prove the following 
theorem. 
2.4. Theorem. Let dE 3: be given. Then there is a mub a for ar such that acd. 
Proof. Fix de Jz. Since d is not a mub for ar, it suffices to construct asd. Fix a 
uniform approximation h : w3 + o to $J Cm) which has degree d. (Since d is a uub for 
AR, such an h exists.) We will construct a set A of degree a which satisfies the 
following requirements: 
P,: pl (e) =+A. 
0,: If @,(A) is total, then there is an n E o such that either 
Qi, (A) ST @(“) or A s,@cCT3 @“). 
We will use h as an oracle to inductively construct a sequence of strings, an 
array of partial trees, and several functions. We describe the roles played by each 
of these, and list the properties which will hold at the end of stage s of the 
construction. Without loss of generality, we assume that h(0, s, x) = 0 for all s and 
x. We let hy= hxh(n, s, x), hp’= 63{hi:j < n}, and note that for all s, h: = (a (we 
identify h”, with the set whose characteristic function it is) and that for each n, 
{s : hy = fl”‘)} is cofinite. 
The set A will be constructed as the union of an increasing sequence of strings 
{(.y s : s E o}. We will conclude that A is well-defined from the fact that the 
following property will hold for all s: 
(2.4) s z= 1 + a,_1 c (Y,. 
Requirements will be satisfied by restricting A to lie on certain partial trees. Thus 
we will define a function k : w + o and an array of partial trees {Tq : is k(s) & 
s E co} which force the requirements to be satisfied. The purpose of k is to keep 
track of the finite number of trees defined at a given stage. The following conditions 
will be satisfied at the end of each stage s: 
(2.5) % E T”,(s). 
(2.6) Ts, = Id. 
(2.7) Vi < k(s) (Tf,, G TT). 
(2.8) Vi < k(s) (Ti; = Tf-l). 
In order to make a a mub for ar, we will try to code @“’ into T”,, via h:. This 
coding will eventually succeed and remain successful for larger s. Thus we will 
have, for all s: 
(2.9) Vi <k(s) (if 0 & i = 2e -+ Tf = Pt(Tf_,, h:)). 
In order to easily identify the stage at which a given requirement is finally 
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satisfied, we force k to increase slowly. k may decrease when we discover that the 
tree assigned to force the satisfaction of a given requirement needs to be changed. 
Thus we will have, for all s: 
(2.10) s>l+k(s)sk(s-l)+l. 
If T is a b-computable tree and B is a set of degree b, then there is an index e 
such that T = Ge((B). We will try to keep track of indices for Ty relative to fl’j’. 
Since h will not always compute go” correctly, we will have to use h:’ in place of 
go“ to produce such indices. Thus for all s: 
(2.11) Vj<k(s) (T~=@icj,,(hr”)) , . s . 
Since, for all sufficiently large t, hj” = @{@“” : m ~j}=~fl’~‘, and since we can 
compute flu1 from go‘) effectively and uniformly in m, we will have a correct index 
for Ty from flril available to us for all sufficiently large s. We also keep track of the 
least stage u =Z s at which Ty was introduced and not subsequently cancelled via 
the function U. Thus we will have, for all s: 
(2.12) s 2 1 & v(j, s) = v(j, s - 1) -+ i(j, s) = i(j, s - 1). 
Definitions of new trees will depend on whether given strings are terminal on 
given trees. We note that there is a recursive function g, such that for all sets A, 
g,(e, a) EA’~s~ is terminal on the tree @=(A). Since we are given indices for 
trees with respect to h’,“’ rather than hF and want to ask questions of the oracle 
B (“I, we note that g, can be used to define a recursive function g such that 
g(n, e, U) E Q)(n+l) e cr is terminal on T (@“I). I? 
g will tell us which questions to ask h’, (in place of g(j)) about terminality. n(s) will 
keep track of the amount of information about h used through stage s of the 
construction, and we will have, for all s: 
(2.13) Sal -+ n(s)~rr(s-l)&n(s)?s. 
The construction proceeds as follows. 
Stage 0. Set (Y,, = 8, TE = Id, k(0) = ~(0, 0) = n(0) = 0, and let i(0, 0) be an index 
for Id relative to hi = 8. 
Stage s + 1. Set u*(m, s) = v(m, s) for all m G k(s) and set u*(k(s) + 1, s) = s + 1. 
Search for t 2 n(s) + 1 and r c k(s) such that the following conditions hold: 
(2.14) Vm<r+lVuVx< t (u*(m, s)suc t+ h,“(x)= h;“(x)). 
(2.15) Vm <r (h;+‘(g(m + 1, ‘( 1 w S), asI> = 0 & 37 E 9~ (@i(m,s),t(h~“‘I; 714 XJ (.~s)). 
(Condition (2.15) says that hy+‘, as an oracle pretending to be @“‘+l), predicts 
that (Y, is not terminal on T”,, and the enumeration @icm,sJ,t(h[sml) of TR through 
stage t has found a proper extension of (Y, on TR.) 
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(2.16) One of the following holds: 
(a) r = k(s). 
(b) r < k(s) & 3u 3x 5 t (u*(r + 1, s) s u s t & h:+l(x) # h:‘l(x)). 
:: 
ge CC+, = Sp(r, e)) & h:+‘(g(r +2), i(r + 1, s), a,)) = 1. 
3m (T:,, = Pt(Ts, 8’“‘)) & h:‘*(g(r+ 2, i(r+ 1, s), a,)) = 1 
& 35, P E 92 (@i(r,s),tCh’,; 5)J = P z3 % & K+%dr + 1, i(r, S), S)) = 1). 
(Condition (2.16~) says that Ts,, is a splitting tree and hi’*, pretending to be 
Q ‘r+2), thinks that (Y, is terminal on Ts,,. Condition (2.16d) says that Tz,, is’ a 
coding tree, and hi’*, pretending to be Qcr+*), thinks that 01, is terminal on TS+l, 
and we have found a p on Ts such that h:+l, pretending to be Q(‘+l), thinks that /3 
is terminal on Ts). It follows from (2.11) and the fact that h[,“= Qril for all 
sufficiently large t, that t and r must exist. Fix the least t = t(s + 1) satisfying 
(2.14)-(2.16) for some r, and the least r= r(s+l) satisfying (2.14)-(2.16) for 
t = t(s+l). Let T;+l= Ts, u(j, s+l) = u(j, s) and i(j, s+l)= i(j, s) for all j< 
r(s + 1). We proceed by cases, depending on the first of the clauses of (2.16) which 
holds. 
Case 1. t=t(s+l) and r=r(s+l) satisfy (2.16a). Set k(s+l)=k(s)+l. By 
(2.5), we can fix 5, such that T&J&) = (Y,. By (2.15) and (2.11), (Y, is not terminal 
on Tk,,,. We let cy,+, = T&(&*0). Let U$‘+,,=Ext(T&), t*O) and set 
T s+l 
k(s+l) = 
Sp(usk;F:lj, e> 
i 
if k(s+1)=2e+l, 
Pt( u”,;,‘,,, , 8'"') if k(s + 1) = 2e. 
Let v(k(s+l), s+ 1)= s-t 1 and let i(k(s+ l), s+l) be the index for Tk;slil) 
provided by Remark 2.3, relative to hak(s+l)l. Let 
n(s + 1) = max(s + 1, n(s), {g(m + 1, i(m, s), (Y,): m 6 r(s + 1))). 
Case 2. t = t(s + 1) and r = r(s + 1) satisfy (2.16b) but not (2.16a). Let 
k(s+l)= 
I 
0 if r(s + 1) = -1, 
r(s + 1) otherwise. 
If r(s + 1) = -1, set TL;,‘,,, = Id, ~(0, s + 1) = s + 1, n(s + 1) = s + 1, and (Y,+~ = 
q*O. Let i(0, s+l) be an index for Id relative to hztl=Q. If r(s+l)aO, then by 
(2.5), we can fix & such that ttcs)(&) = (Y,. By (2.15) and (2.11), IX, is not terminal 
on T”,,,,. Let a,+, = T&)([*O). Define n(s + 1) as in Case 1. 
Case 3. t = t(s + 1) and r = r(s + 1) satisfy (2.16~) but not (2.16a) or (2.16b). By 
(2.5) and (2.7), (Y, is terminal on t~~s+l~+l but not on T&+1,. Set k(s+ 1) = 
r(s + l)+ 1 and fix 5, such that T&+,,(&) = (Y,. Let (Y,+~ = T&+J& *O). Set 
T”‘1 k(s+l) = Ext(T&+l), [*O>, let u(k(s + l), s + 1) = s + 1, and let i(k(s + l), s + 1) be 
the index for Ts+’ k(s+l) provided by Remark 2.1, relative to h[sk(‘+l)‘. Let 
n(s + 1) = max(s + 1, n(s), {g(m + 1, i(m, s), cu,) : m =G k(s + l)+ 1)). 
Case 4. t = t(s + 1) and r = r(s+ 1) satisfy (2.16d) but no earlier clause of 
(2.16). Set k(s + 1) = r(s + 1). Find p 3 cy, as in (2.16d) and let (Y,+~= 0. Let 
n(s + 1) = max(s + 1, n(s), {g(m + 1, i(m, s), a,) : m s k(s + l)+ l}, 
g&(s)+ 1, i(k(s), s), a,+~)). 
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The construction is now complete. We leave the verification of the induction 
hypotheses to the reader. Since the construction can be carried out recursively in 
h, it follows from (2.4) that A = U {a s : s E o} is recursive in h. We first show that 
for each requirement, there is a final tree which forces its satisfaction. 
2.5. Lemma. For all j, there is a stage s(j) such that for all t 2 s(j), the following 
conditions hold: 
(i) k(t)2 j. 
(4 4j, t) = u(j, s(j)). 
Proof. Clearly k(t) 2 0 for all t. Furthermore, if s(0) is chosen so that h’; = h&,, for 
all t 2 s(O) and j G 1, then 2S(ii) will hold for j = 0. 
We now proceed by induction, assuming that 2.5(i) and (ii) hold for j. Fix 
sOa s(j) so that h’, = hi,) for all t 3 so and m s j+2. First suppose that j is even. 
Then if t > so, we must have k(t) 2 j. For if t > so, neither Case 1 nor Case 2 can 
be followed at stage t, and if either Case 3 or Case 4 is followed at stage t, then 
k(t) is odd. Hence k(t) a j + 1 for all sufficiently large t. Fix s1 3 s0 such that 
k(t)sj+l for all t?=s,. If s,<u<w and k(u)=k(w)=j+l and 
v(j+l, w)#u(j, w), then T,“,, = Ext(T,“, 5) for some 8. By (2.5), (2.7) and the 
choice of sO, for all t 2 w, a, is terminal on Tr+, if and only if (Y, is terminal on Tr, 
and h answers such questions about terminality correctly. Hence we may choose 
s(j + 1) = w if such a w exists, and s(j + 1) = s1 otherwise, to satisfy the lemma. 
Finally, suppose that j is odd. We note that if t > so and k(t) = j, then neither 
Case 1 nor Case 2 of the construction is followed at stage t. If t > so and k(t) = j, 
then Case 3 of the construction cannot be followed at stage t, else v(j, t) # 
II (j, t - l), contrary to the choice of s ,ss(j).Andift>s,andk(t)=j,thenCase4of 
the construction cannot be followed at stage t, else (Y, will be terminal on Tf and 
so Case 3 will be followed at stage t + 1. Hence k(t) 2 j + 1 for all sufficiently large t. 
Fix s(j+l)>s, such that k(t)>j+l for all tzs(j+l). Since s(j+l)>s,, neither 
Case 1 nor Case 2 of the construction can be followed at any stage t > s(j + 1) for 
which k(t) = j + 1; and since j + 1 is even, neither Case 3 nor Case 4 of the 
construction can be followed at such a stage. Since k(t) s r(t) + 1 for all t, 
j+lsr(t) for all t>s(j+l). Hence u(j+l, t)=v(j+l, t-l) for all ts 
s(j+l). 0 
For each jEo, let s(j) be the least stage satisfying 2.5(i) and 2S(ii). Note that 
for all tas(j), u(j, t)= v(j, s(j)), i(j, t)= i(j, s(j)) and Tj= T;(j). We let v*(j) = 
v(j, s(j)), i*(j) = i(j, s(j)) and TT = T;(j) for all j. It follows from Remarks 2.1-2.3 
and (2.9) that for all m, Tz,, and Tz,,,+, are Ocrn) pointed, i.e., each such tree is 
O’“‘-computable and @“” . IS recursive in every infinite branch of the tree. It thus 
follows from (2.9) that fl(“‘)+ A for all m. Hence a is a ub for ar. 
Fix e E w. Then there is a greatest s 6 s(2e + 1) such that Ts,+l = SP(Ext(Tz,, 5)) 
for some 5. If s = s(2e + l), then Tz=+, is an e-splitting tree; and since c,,, is 
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0”‘-pointed, it follows from Remark 1.3 that A +QC(A)C3flCe). Hence if Qe((A) is 
a ub for ar, then QC(A) sTA. If s < s(2e + l), then there is a terminal v = T;,+,(t) 
on T$+1 such that CT c A. Furthermore, A E fie and TSZe+r is an e-splitting 
subtree of T%. Since Tze+, is 0”‘-pointed, it follows from Remark 1.3 that 
@),(A) +-fl@. Thus CC+, forces the satisfaction of O,, and so a is a mub for 
ar. q 
Another theorem which we have investigated in terms of its relationship to D: 
is the Join Theorem of Posner and Robinson [ 161: Let a E GH1 be given; then for 
all b such that 0 < b s a, there is a c < a such that c U b = a. We have succeeded in 
finding the following partial counterpart to this theorem: Let a E J: and b E D: be 
given such that b <a and there is a function of degree Sb which is not dominated 
by any arithmetical function. Then there is a degree c E D”, such that c U b = a and 
c<a. We do not know whether the restriction on b is necessary. We do feel that a 
systematic investigation of the properties of J: could lead to a way of discovering 
properties unique to degrees in this set, and hence, by analogy, could yield a 
definition of the jump operator over the elementary theory of the partial ordering 
of the degrees. 
3. Minimal upper bounds for ar 
Many interesting theorems about degrees relate properties of degrees to classes 
in high/low hierarchies. For example, Jockusch and Posner [8] have shown that if 
a is a minimal degree, then a lies in the class Gb, i.e., a satisfies the equation 
a”’ = (a U 0’)‘. The absence of a counterpart of the degree 0’ in Dz prevents us 
from directly lifting the generalized high/low hierarchy to this setting. However, a 
little thought will allow us to circumvent this difficulty. Recall that 
JG = {d : 3c (c’=d & c is a ub for ar)}. 
Let rr E o be given. The class GL,(ar) is defined by 
GL, (ar) = {a E D”, : Vd E J”,(d S a’“’ -+ a’“’ S (a U d)(“-l))}. 
The class GH,(ar) is defined by 
GH, (ar) = {a E D”, : 3 d E J”, (d s a’“’ & a(“) 2 (a U d)'"')) . 
The degrees in D”, which are not in any of the above classes are placed in the 
class GI(ar). These classes are the classes of the generalized high/low hierarchy 
relativized to Dg. 
We will study classes of this hierarchy in the next three sections. Our original 
hope was that there would be enough of an analogy of the sort “GHl(ar) is to r_ 
as GH, is to g” so that comparisons of Di and D: and the absence of a 
counterpart of 0’ in D: might give some insight into a way to define 0’ over the 
poset D. We will show, however, that this analogy fails badly. 
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We begin by showing that GLJar) bears the same relationship to mubs for ar as 
GL, does to minimal degrees. Thus we will show that every mub for ar lies in 
GL,(ar), and indicate how to construct a mub for ar which does not lie in GL,(ar). 
The set 9 of all strings forms a tree when ordered by inclusion. We prioritize 
the nodes of Y as follows: (+ has higher priority than T if either crc 7, or u / T and 
if x is the least integer such that (T(X) # T(X), then c(x)<T(x). This priority 
ordering can be extended to compare strings with functions. Thus u has higher 
priority than g if {T c g : T has higher priority than (r} is finite; otherwise, g has 
higher priority than u. 
Let a be a ub for ar and let A be a set of degree a. Define g : w + w by 
g(n) = ke[ee((A) = @“)I. Enderton and Putnam [2] have noted that g E B;‘. Thus it 
follows (see [ 121) that there is a one-one function f : w -+ 9’ which is recursive in 
A and satisfies: 
(3.1) cr c g + {s :f(s) 1 f~} is infinite. 
(3.2) a$ g &u has higher priority than g + (s : f(s) 3 u} is finite. 
Fix such an f. We say that u is activated at s if f(s) 2 a, and that u is inactivated 
at s if f(s) has higher priority than u. u is act&e at s if u has been activated at 
some t ss and has not been inactivated after t. Otherwise, u is inactive at s. It 
follows from (3.1) and (3.2) that: 
(3.3) u c g + {s : u is active at s} is cofinite. 
3.1. Theorem. Let a be a ub for ar, and assume that there is a function h of degree 
<a which is not dominated by any arithmetical function. Then there are sets 
Bo, B,c w of degree b0 and b1 respectively such that b, and b1 are ubs for ar, 
bO, bl S a and b, ] bi. 
Proof. We will construct Bj = IJ, /3: for j =S 1 as the union of A-recursive sequ- 
ences of strings with lh(By) = s. Each (Y ~9 will be assigned columns of Bj on 
which it will attempt to code in the guess A makes at @(‘h(u)-1). This coding will be 
substantially correct whenever (Y c g. The assignment of columns is determined by 
a one-one recursive correspondence of 9’ with w. Under a fixed such correspon- 
dence, if (Y corresponds to i then we write Bf”’ in place of Biil and assign column i 
to a!. 
We establish the following coding requirements for (Y E 9 and j S 1: 
Pa,i: $$(‘h(a)-l) z+BI”]. 
The successful coding of an arbitrary set X into By’ will satisfy the following 
conditions for all but finitely many x: 
(3.4) x E Xe 3s ((2x, s) E Bj”‘). 
(3.5) x~X~Zls((2x+l,s)~BI”~). 
It will then follow that both X and X are r.e. in B,, and hence that X+Bj. 
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In order to keep BO, B, +A, we must use A to guess at how to code p)“” into 
BP1 where n = lb(a) - 1. Thus we code @,,,,(A) in place of @“) into By]. If (Y c g, 
then @,,,,(A) = p)(“), so we hope to code correctly for these CY. But if CY~ g, then 
@,,,,(A) may code all of A into Bi, an occurrence which must be prevented. 
Furthermore, we must be able to handle conflicts between coding requirements 
and other requirements. Thus we control the coding into B\“’ through the set 0,. 
Whenever CY is activated, the least integer m which has never before entered D, is 
placed into D, with the intent that we now have permission to code 45,(,&A ; m) 
into By’. Once such coding has been completed, m leaves 0,. Thus D, 
allows us to keep track of how much coding is permitted and completed on 
column CL By (3.1) and (3.2), if cx c g then every m E o will eventually enter D,, 
and C {I lJ, D,,,\ : S$ g & 6 has higher priority than a} is finite. 
In order to make b. (b,, we will try to satisfy the following incomparability 
requirements for all CY E 9, e E w and j < 1: 
Qor,i,e: @A&) # %j. 
While these requirements exhibit no dependence on (Y, attempts at satisfying them 
will have to take coding requirements into account, and so depend on CL We will 
show that the attempt made for CY c g must succeed. 
The satisfaction of the incomparability requirements will conflict with coding 
requirements which, as established now, are infinitary in nature. We thus break 
each coding requirement into infinitely many subrequirements {P,,i,, : WI E a}, 
each of which wants to code one number into By’. We establish a recursive 
priority ordering {R, : e E w} on 
{Pa,j,n7 :~~~&jil&~m~}U{Q,,j,,:~~~&jil&~m~}. 
In order to avoid severe conflicts between requirements, we search for extensions 
of strings preserving the correctness of as much of the coding as possible. Thus we 
say that cr preserves T for CY at stage s if (+ G T and the following conditions hold: 
(3.6) If 6 c (Y & ~((8, (y, s>>)J = 1 & ~((8, (y, s)))?, then: 
(a) If y = 2x, then @GClhCS)--l),s(A; x)J = 1. 
(b) If y = 2x + 1, then @6ur,C6)--l),s(A; x)$ = 0. 
(3.7) If Sg a & F has higher priority than a & a((& y))J & ~((8, y))t, 
then a((& y)) = 0. 
(3.6) and (3.7) assert that u extends T and never codes incorrectly on column (Y or 
higher priority columns, and if S$ CY but 6 has higher priority than CX, then (+ does 
no coding whatsoever on column 6. 
Preservation is extended to sets as follows: We say that S c w preserves r for (Y if 
7 c S, (3.7) holds for s in place of u, and: 
(3.8) If 6 z CY & S((S, (y, s))) = 1 & T((S, (y, s>>)t, then: 
(a) If y = 2x, then @SClhCG)--l)(A ; x)J= 1. 
@I If y = 2x + 1, then @GClhCS)--l(A; x)J = 0. 
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We will satisfy Qa,j,e as follows. Given By, we will try to find cr, T, t and x such 
that a, r 2 #, both (T and 7 preserve 0; for (Y at stage t as, and 
@Jo; x)4 # @e,,,,(r; x)J. S UC a u,r is said to be an e-splitting of fi; at stage t h ( > 
which preserves CL Since A will not be able to tell us whether or not such an 
e-splitting exists, we will use the fact that the set of such e-splittings is r.e. in A 
and will institute a search, bounded by h(s), for such e-splitting. (h was previously 
fixed as a function of degree <a which is not dominated by any arithmetical 
function.) In order to make use of h, we slow down the enumeration of B,, 
requiring that lh(@;) = s. If we decide that we want to extend pi” to 6 for the sake 
of requirement R,, we then establish 6 as an m-target for pi” and slowly extend pT 
towards ii unless a higher priority requirement causes us to change targets. To 
make use of h, we enumerate .Yz x w recursively as {(gs,, r,, x,) : s E OJ} and for each 
cx E Y’, we define hz: Y2-+ w by letting h*,(a) be the least t such that (a,, 7,) is an 
e-splitting of u at stage t on x, which preserves (Y. We now define h, : o --ir o by 
h,(n) = max{hX(u) : lb(u) = IE & hz(u)J}. Note that if LY c g, then h, is arithmetical. 
3.2. Remark. Two situations may occur. First we consider the case where T = 
{s : pi” has an e-splitting extension preserving a} is infinite. Since {By: s E w} is an 
increasing sequence of strings, it will then be the case that {s : h(s)> hz(/3;)} is 
infinite, and so h will find infinitely many e-splittings preserving QI during the 
construction. In this case, once higher priority requirements than Qa,j,e have 
ceased to act, we will satisfy Q,,j,, through appropriate extensions of @S, and pi by 
satisfying, for some t 2 s, ae(pj, x)l # s:-j(X)~. Otherwise, we will have some fl; 
which has no e-splitting extensions preserving (Y. In this case, if a&3,) is total, 
then we can compute ae(Bj; x) by finding any u which preserves (Y for 07 such 
that cP~(u, x)J; it will then be the case that Qe(Bj ; x) = Qe((a; x). Hence 
@JB,; x) +- @{@,&A) : i <lh(c~)}. In particular, if CY c g and Ih(cu) = it, then 
Qe(Bj) + @“-‘). 
We say that R, requires attention at stage s + 1 if R, has not been satisfied by 
the end of stage s and one of the following conditions holds: 
(3.9) There are m-targets in existence at the end of stage s. 
(3.10) % = P,,j,, &D,,, # 0 & @ar(ih)(a)--l)(A 1 S; eWl. 
(3.11) R, = Qa,j,e & e = lh(cy) &D_ # $4 & 3t s f (s) ((a,, T,, x,) is an e-splitting 
of pi’ on x, which preserves (Y at stage f(s)). 
The construction proceeds as follows: 
Stage 0. No requirements are satisfied and no targets exist. Let pt = @ = $4 and 
set R,0 =0 for all (Y E.Y. 
Stage s + 1. For each 6 E f(s), let j(S) be the least integer not in U {D,,, : r < s}. 
Set 
Dgs+l = if 8 E f(s), 
otherwise. 
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Fix the requirement R, of highest priority which requires attention at stage s + 1, 
and proceed to Case 1, Case 2 or Case 3 below according to the first of (3.9), 
(3.10) and (3.11) which holds for R,, after cancelling k-targets for those R, 
having lower priority than R,. 
Case 1. (3.9) holds for R,. Let 7: and ri be the m-targets in existence at the 
end of stage s. Then 0: c 7; for j G 1. Let a;+1 = y; for j < 1 and fix a! such that 
R, = P,,i,, or R, = Qa,i,e. 
J&t p;+l= 6;" r s + 1 for j < 1. Remove the least element k(a) of D,,, from 
0,. Thus 
D 
D&cl if S# a, 
&s+l = 
D&+1- {k(a)} if a=(~. 
s+l_ If PO - St+‘, then R, becomes satisfied and all m-targets are cancelled. And if 
/3;+’ # as)+l, we establish r;” = ,;+I as m-targets for j G 1. 
Case 2. (3.9) fails but (3.10) holds. Let R, = P,,i.,. Fix the shortest 8;” 13 /3f 
such that: Sf” preserves 0: for a, and: there is a unique x such that lh(@f) < x < 
lh(ST+l) and S;“(x) = 1, and: for the x just mentioned, x = ((Y, (y, t)) and either 
y=2e or y=2e+l and y=2et,@ a(rh(u)_-lJ,s(A, e)$ = 1. Let Silt be the string 
extending /3-i such that lh(6;?!) = lh(6:+‘) and S;?l((x)=O for all x such that 
lh(~~_J~x<lh(6~i:). Proceed as in the second paragraph of Case 1. 
Case 3. (3.9) and (3.10) fail but (3.11) holds. Let R, = Q,,i,e. Fix the least t 
such that (Us, TV) is an e-splitting of pi on x, which preserves (Y at stage h(s). 
Fix the first p E{u~,, TV} such that @e,h(r,(~; x,) # 0 if x,alh(fl”,+) and 
@e,h&, x,) # ps-i(x,) otherwise, and let a;,1 = p. Define S”,“_: as in Case 2 by 
extending pi?: to length lh(6;+‘) with the addition of zeroes. (Note that in this 
case, if 8;+l c Bj for j G 1, then @JBi ; x,)i # B,(q).) Proceed as in the second 
paragraph of Case 1. 
This completes the construction. Let Bj = Us /3; for j s 1. Since the construction 
can be carried out recursively in A, B,, B,=+A. 
3.3. Lemma. For all m E o, {s : R, requires attention at stage s} is jinite. 
Proof. Assume by induction that for all k <m and t as,,, Rk does not require 
attention at stage t. If R, requires attention at stage sls’ sO, then either R, is 
satisfied at the end of stage s1 in which case R, never again requires attention, or 
m-targets are in existence at the end of stage sl. Case 1 of the construction will 
then be followed for all t as, until R, is satisfied, since slasO. Since no 
m-targets are cancelled after stage s0 unless R, becomes satisfied at the stage of 
cancellation, R, has the same m-target at each such stage t. Since m-targets have 
finite length, R, must eventually be satisfied. •i 
3.4. Lemma. b. and b1 are ubs for ar. 
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Proof. If R, = P,,i,e or R, = Q,,+ D, # 8, and R, is the highest priority require- 
ment which requires attention at stage s + 1, then an element is removed from D, 
at stage s + 1. By (3.2) and the construction, if a c g, then C{ll_jB D6,s(:S$ g& 6 
has higher priority than a} is finite. Hence by Lemma 3.3, if a c g, then 
S, = {s :36 (6$ g & 6 has higher priority than a & 3i, e (Ps,i,, or Qs,i,e 
requires attention at stage s))} 
is finite. (Note that Case 1 of the construction cannot be followed infinitely many 
times in succession.) Let a c g be fixed, and for this a, define S, as above. Fix 
i*sl and e*~w. Let 
Si={~:36(6~a& 3i,e, m (R,=Ps,i,, or R, = QG,i,e requires attention 
at stage s &R, has higher priority than Pa,i*,e*)}. 
By Lemma 3.3, Si is finite. Let si = max(S, U S,). We now note that for all t > si, 
if QG,i_e requires attention at stage t, then S has lower priority than a; and if Pa,i,e 
requires attention at stage t, then either 6 c a or 6 has lower priority than a. In 
both cases, the choice of targets will always respect /3b-’ and pi-‘. Hence B, 
respects /32 and B, respects @s>. Furthermore, by (3.1), U, D_ is infinite, SO 
P,,i,e will be satisfied for all i c 1 and e E o. It thus follows that a c g is used to 
code fl(1h(a)-‘) into B, and B, as in (3.4) and (3.5). Hence for all n, 
B ‘“‘GTBO, Bi. q 
3.5. Lemma. bO 1 b,. 
Proof. It suffices to show that for all e E w and i < 1, Qe((Bi) # B1_i. Fix such e and 
i, and fix a c g such that lb(a) = e. Let R, = Qa,i,e. By Lemma 3.3, there is a stage 
s such that for all t 3 s, R, does not require attention at stage t. If R, is satisfied 
at stage s, then we noted that we have found an x such that Ge((Bi ; x) # Bl_i(X). 
Suppose that R, is not satisfied at stage s. Then by choice of s and Remark 2.2, 
there can be no e-splittings of & which respect a. Hence by Remark 2.2, either 
@&!&) is not total or @e(Bi)+P)‘“’ f or some n. By Lemma 3.4, b, and b, are ubs 
for ar; hence in all cases, @JBi) # B,_i. 0 
The theorem now follows from Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5 and the fact that 
BO, B, +A. 0 
The proof of Theorem 3.1 can readily be extended to show that if a is a ub for 
ar and there is a function h of degree <a which is not dominated by any 
arithmetical function, then {d : Vn (0’“‘s d <a)} is infinite. For we can easily 
construct an infinite, pairwise incomparable, set of ubs for ar which lie below a. 
The following corollary is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.1. 
3.6. Corollary. If m is a mub for ar, then every function of degree Srn is 
dominated by some arithmetical function. 
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Let m be a mub for ar, and let beJ”, be given. We noted in Section 1 that there 
is a function of degree Sb which dominates every arithmetical function. Thus by 
Corollary 3.6, there is a function of degree Sb which dominates every function of 
degree Sm. Hence by Martin’s Domination Lemma [ 151, mc2) c (m U b)‘. We have 
thus shown that: 
3.7. Corollary. If m is a mub for ar, then m E G&tar). 
In particular, if m SO (w), then we can conclude: 
3.8. Corollary. If m=SO’“’ is a mub for ar, then mc2) <Ocwcl). 
The Sacks [17] construction of a mub for ar which lies below 0’“’ can be 
combined with the techniques introduced by Sasso [18] to construct a minimal 
degree in GL,-GL,. Together, these techniques enable us to construct a mub for 
ar which lies in Gb(ar) -GL,(ar). (Since this construction and proof is a 
straightforward combination of known techniques, we will not present a proof in 
this paper.) In fact, we can construct a mub m for ar such that m<O’” and 
m’ >O’“‘. We will show, in Section 5, that GL,(ar) = a, so that the classification 
which has been obtained for mubs for ar within the generalized high/low hierar- 
chy relativized to ar is best possible. 
4. Uniform upper bounds are jumps of upper bounds 
If aEJm,, then it easily follows that a is a uub for AR. The question of whether 
the converse is also true was raised by Hodes [5] and Knight, Lachlan and Soare 
[lo]; and the related question of whether every high cover for ar is a uub for AR 
was raised by Jockusch and Simpson [9]. In a discussion with Lachlan about the 
proof of [lo] that there is a degree a of a model of Th(N) with a’” = O’“‘, we 
discovered that the proof of that theorem actually shows that every uub for AR 
lies in J”,. In this section, we give a direct proof of that fact based on the ideas in 
[lo]. Thus we will show that if d is a uub for AR, then there is a suub a for ar such 
that a’ = d. We then indicate how to modify this proof to build such an a which is a 
uub for ar, thus strengthening the result of [lo]. 
We begin our construction of a by fixing a degree d which is uub for AR. As 
noted in Section 1, there is a uniform approximation f : w3 + o to gcol of degree 
<d (a result of [lo]). Thus for all n, {s : Axf(n, s, x) # 9)‘“‘) is finite. We will use f as 
an oracle in an attempt to answer questions addressed to @“), uniformly in n. For 
convenience, we let on,, represent the sth approximation which f makes to @“‘, 
i.e., O_ = Axf(n, s, x). We note that 
(4.1) Vn 3s Vt 2 s Vx (f7m,t(x) = $4’“‘(x)). 
i.e., all but finitely many of the approximations to @“’ are correct. 
We will build a set A of degree a such that a is a suub for ar and a’ Ed. A will 
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be built as the union of an increasing sequence {(Ye : s E w} of binary strings. In 
order to guarantee that a is a suub for ar, for each n E w we will designate a 
section of A on which to reproduce B (“I. The designation of sections may change 
from stage to stage, but each @“I will correspond to a fixed section of A at all 
sufficiently large stages. At each stage, only finitely many sections will be 
designated. We keep track of the designated sections through the sequence of 
finite sets {C, : s E o}. We let C,(i) be the ith element of C, in order of magnitude. 
At the end of stage s, only those n E o such that it E C, will correspond to sections 
of A designated for reproduction, and for such ~1, C,(n) will be the section of A 
designated for reproducing pl(“’ at the end of stage s. Thus we will have 
(4.2) s - n,s 
a[C*(n)l c (-iJ 
for all s E w and y1 E C,. Once we show that lim, C, = C exists and (Cl is infinite, 
then it will follow from (4.2) that a is a suub for ar. 
The major problem will be how to decide whether or not Ge,(A ; e)& through an 
appeal to f as an oracle (perhaps providing incorrect information) while preserv- 
ing the ability to reproduce various @“) as sections of A. We will commit 
ourselves to answering the question “Ge(A, e)&?” at stage e + 1, and will have to 
guarantee throughout the remainder of the construction that this answer remains 
correct. If we commit ourselves to stating that Qe,(A; e)l, then it will be the case 
that for some t E o, ~D~,,,(cu,+~; e)& and as A extends (Y,+~, we will have guaranteed 
that ae,(A ; e)J. Problems occur, however, when we try to commit ourselves to 
stating that !De(A ; e)?. For in this case, some oracle 6’n,, will be telling us that 
there is no way to preserve the reproduction of certain @“’ as sections of A and 
simultaneously forcing @=,(A ; e) to converge. Since the oracle may be incorrect, 
we will later have to struggle to avoid allowing Qe,,,(ar,; e)J for any m and t while 
satisfying all reproduction requirements, and must be sure that we are able to 
accomplish this. The following definitions will aid in the description of the making 
of convergence decisions, and of how the conflicts are reconciled. 
We say that f is n-consistent between s and t if s <t and for all x <t, all r such 
that s < r G t and all j < n, Oii,,(x) = Oi,s(x). f is n-inconsistent between s and t if f is 
not n-consistent between s and t. 
Given (Y, fl E .5&, a finite set F, and t E w, we say that /3 extends CY consistently 
with F if p 2 (Y and for all j E F and x < lh(/3), if BLF”“(x)J, then /3’“““(x) = Qji,*(x). 
We will not only have to define extensions consistently with F, but these 
extensions will also have to be consistent with commitments to answers to 
questions about A’. We say that p forces e into A’ if, for some t E w, @+_,(fi; t)J. 
We say that @ permits forcing S out of A’ while respecting (C, D) if 
(4.3) Vn 2 lh(@) 3rr 2 @ (lb(o) = n & Vy, i, x (lb(P) 6 y <lb(a) 
& y = (C(i), x) -+ a(y) = pi”‘(x)) & VT 3 u Vt Ve E S Vy 
((lh(P)~~<lh(~)&~=(j,z)&j~D~~(~)=u(y)) 
& (lh(@) < y <lb(T) & y = (j, z) & j E C + 7(y) = $J”‘(z)) + Qe,*(7, e)t). 
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We note that if k = (Cl, then (4.3) is a ZIk+2 sentence. Hence the truth of 
questions of the form specified by (4.3) can be correctly and uniformly answered 
by a flck+‘) oracle, i.e., there is a recursive function g such that (4.3) is true if and 
only if g(P, S, C, D) E !J (k+2). Thus ok+‘& can use g to predict an answer to (4.3): 
We say that ok+z,s predicts that @ permits forcing S out of A' while respecting (C, D) 
if g(p, S, C, D) E &+2,,. We note that if ok+2,s = @(k+2) and &+2,s predicts that 0 
permits forcing S out of A’ while respecting (C, D) then by Konig’s Lemma, there 
is a set B I@ such that B ‘co’)1 = 8”’ for all j E C and @J(B, e)? for all eeS. 
As we want to honor all commitments to force elements of S out of A’ we must 
not allow oracle predictions of answers to (4.3) to be incorrect for all C, D. Thus 
without loss of generality, we assume that 
(4.4) Vj < 3 Vs (0. 1,s = $I”‘). 
We will then have the ability to honor all commitments to force sets out of A’ 
while respecting a C with IC( = 1. As subsequent oracle approximations to various 
of the p)(“‘) become correct, we will maintain our ability to force sets out of A’ 
while respecting longer strings. 
We are now ready to proceed with the construction. 
Stage 0. Set a0 = g, C, = {0}, D, = $I and S, = 8. 
Stage s + 1. We assume by induction that the following conditions hold for 
some Ia s, where k, = \C,\: 
(4.5) Vjckk,(cu, IC”G)l c 0;. ,) _ , . 
(4.6) Vi G k CO;+,., predicts that (Y, permits forcing S, out of 
A’ while respecting (C, 1 j, D, U (C, - C, r j)). 
We now search for r 3 s, C 5 C, and p 1 a, such that the following conditions hold 
with m = ICI: 
(4.7) f is (m +2)-consistent between s and t and Vj < m (aicco’)‘~ oii.,); 
(4.8) f is (m + 3)-inconsistent between s and t or C = C, or cll\C(m”g O,,,t; 
(4.9) @ extends a, consistently with C at t; 
and such that one of the following conditions holds: 
(4.10) @&; s)l and for all j < m, Qi+,,, p redicts that p permits forcing S, out 
of A’ while respecting (C 1 j, D, U (C, - C r j)); or 
(4.11) For all j < m, ~j+,,, p redicts that p permits forcing S, U{s> out of A’ 
while respecting (C r j, D, U (C, - C r j)). 
Note that by (4.1), Oj,l = @Iti) for all j 5 k, and all sufficiently large t, and for such t, 
predictions made by I?_& are correct. Hence the search which has been instituted 
will eventually terminate. Fix the first (t, C, 0) found satisfying the above condi- 
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tions. Set (Y,+~ = /3 and 
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S 
SS if (4.10) holds, 
s+1= 
S, U {s} otherwise. 
Fix the least i such that a’,!, = 8. Set C,,, = C U {i} and Ds+l = D, U (C, - C,,,). 
By (4.9)-(4.11), we see that (4.5) and (4.6) hold for s + 1 in place of s. 
This completes the construction. It follows from (4.1) and (4.5) that the choice 
of C satisfying (4.7) and (4.8) will guarantee that C = lim, C, exists and is infinite. 
It now follows from (4.5) that for all m E o, A rC(m)’ = @“‘). Hence a is a suub for 
ar. Since (4.6) holds for all s, and since, by (4.1), all predictions made by Oi+,, are 
correct for sufficiently large t, we see that s E A’ e S,,, = S,. Since the construc- 
tion is recursive in f it follows that A’ +f. Since f +D, a’ cd. It thus follows 
from the relativized Friedberg Jump Inversion Theorem that: 
4.1. Theorem. Let d be a uub for AR. Then there is a suub a for ar such that 
a’ = d. 
4.2. Corollary. If d is a uub for AR, then deG. 
We note that 
dEr= 3 d is a high cover for ar $ d is a uub for AR. 
The following result is thus a consequence of Corollary 4.2. 
4.3. Corollary, The following are equivalent: 
(i) dEJm,. 
(ii) d is a high cover for ar. 
(iii) d is a uub for AR. 
It follows from the equivalence of 4.3(i) and 4.3(iii) and Hodes’ result [S] that 
the class of uubs for AR has no minimal elements that: 
4.4. Corollary. J”, has no minimal elements. 
Since Spector [ 191 has shown that Jg-(0’) has minimal elements, Corollary 4.4 
exhibits a sharp difference between these jump classes. 
Theorem 4.1 can be strengthened to make a a uub for ar. The difference in the 
construction is that steps must be instituted to insure that if i$ mg(C), then A[” is 
still arithmetical. Thus it is not enough for 6’i+2,s to make predictions about 
forcing sets out of A’ while preserving (C, 1 j, 0); oracles must also provide 
specific sets to be reproduced in various sections of A which are consistent with 
their predictions. But as we are only reproducing arithmetical sets on prior 
sections, the oracles can provide such sets; if the reproduction process at a given 
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point is recursive in fl (“I, then again we need a fl(n-t-3’ oracle to specify what to 
reproduce in undesignated sections. The sets designated for reproduction will 
change until the oracle O,,,., becomes the true oracle p)(n+3), after which a fixed 
set will be reproduced in any given non-designated column. In this way, it can be 
shown that if d is a uub for AR, then there is a uub a for ar such that a’ = d. As a 
corollary, one obtains a strengthened version of the result of [lo] mentioned, 
namely, if d is a uub for AR, then there is a degree a which is the degree of a 
model of Th(N) such that a’ = d. 
As a last comment, we point out that the use of Konig’s Lemma is crucial to the 
success of the construction. For one might, within the construction, try to 
construct a as a uub for AR. In this case, each as would be an element of Y, 
rather than 57,. The construction fails in this case only because we cannot use 
(4.3) to guarantee the existence of a set which respects (C, 0) while forcing all 
elements of S out of A’. And the construction must fail in this case, as not every 
uub for AR is the jump of a uub for AR. 
5. The high/low hierarchy for Dz 
The generalized high/low hierarchy was introduced by Jockusch and Posner [S] 
and can be relativized to the degrees above any degree. Relativization to the 
degrees above an ideal is not quite as straight-forward. We will define such a 
hierarchy for D”,, and determine which of the classes of the hierarchy are 
non-empty. Most of the results are corollaries of theorems about the relativized 
high/low hierarchy. There are two exceptional cases which require separate 
attention. 
The generalized high/low hierarchy relativized to a is defined as follows. For 
n > 0, define 
GH,(a) = {d 3 a : d(“) = (d U a’)‘“)}. 
For n > 0, define 
GL, (a) = {d 3 a : d(“) = (d U a’)n-l}. 
All degrees d2=a which are not in any of these classes lie in 
GI(a)={d~a:Vn((dUa’)‘“-l’<d’“‘<(dUa’)’”’)). 
GH,(a) is the class of generalized high,, degrees relative to a, GL,(a) is the class of 
generalized low, degrees relative to a, and GI(a) is the class of generalized 
intermediate degrees relative to a. 
The absence of a counterpart to a’ prevents us from straightforwardly generaliz- 
ing these definitions to non-principal filters of degrees. However, noting that 0’ is 
the least element of Jz, we obtain the following generalization. 
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Let F be a filter of degrees and let J(F) = {d’ :d E F}. The generalized high/low 
hierarchy relative to F consists of the classes {GH,(F) : n 2 0}, {GL, (F) : n > 0} and 
GI(F) which are defined as follows. 
GH (F) = (dE F : SC E J(F) (d(“) 2 (d u c)‘“‘)}. 
~SL:(F)={~EF:V~~J(F)(~~~~“~- d’“‘S(dUc)“-‘)}. 
All other degrees in F lie in GI(F). 
(G~(ar*;otGHU:;*) 
the classes {GI-I&*), GL,(ar*), GI(m*)) u 
: n 2 l} U {GL,(ar*) - GL,_,(ar*) : n 2 2) partition ar* = 
DS. Furthermore G&(ar*) = .I& We will show that the remaining classes of the 
hierarchy are non-empty, with the exception of GL,(ar*) which is empty. 
We first show that GL,(ar*) = 53. Fix dE Dz. Then there is a degree c such that 
d < c -=c d’ and c’ = d@). Thus c is a high cover for ar. By Corollary 4.3, c E r_. But 
d’>c=dUc, so d+!GL,(ar*). 
We next note that GH,(ar*) - GH,Jar*) # $9. For if d and h are chosen as in 
Theorem 1.4, then by Corollary 4.3, II witnesses the fact that dcGH,(ar*). Since 
d is not a suub for ar, d If G = GHJar*). 
Fix a E Dz such that a (*) = 0”“’ The following lemmas are used to relate results . 
about the generalized high/low hierarchy relativized to a to results about the 
hierarchy relativized to ar”. 
5.1. Lemma. Let d be given such that a < d<a’ and d’“’ = a”““. Then 
(d U a’)(“) = d(“). 
proof. (d (, a’)(n) = (a’)‘“’ = a’“+” = d’“‘. ,, 
5.2. Lemma. Let c, d be given such that a< d < a’, c E J”, d(“) = a’“’ and c cd(“). 
Then d(“) s (d U c)(“-‘). 
I+,,& d’“’ = a’“’ = Ob+n-2) < (c’)(“-*) = &-‘) < (d ,J c)(“-‘1 ,, 
5.3. Lemma. Let na2 be given, and let d be given such that acd<a’ and 
d(“-‘) <a’“‘. Then for all c E Jz, d(“-” < (d U c)(“-‘). 
fi,,,,f. &I-l) <a’“’ = ,,(W+-n-2) < (Cf)(n--2) = &-‘) < (d u c)(“-l) ,-J 
5.4. Lemma. Let d be given such that a<d<a’ and d(“-‘)>a(n-l). Then d(“-‘)> 
(d U a’)(“-*). 
proof_ (d” a’)‘“-*’ = (a’)‘“-2’ = a’“-l’ <d(“-l). f-J 
Fix n 2 2. Then there is a degree d such that a<d<a’, d’“’ = a(“+‘) and 
d(“-‘)<a’“‘. By Lemma 5.1, dEGH,(ar*). By Lemma 5.3, d#GH,_,(ar*). Hence 
GH,,(ar*)-GH,-,(ar*) # 8. 
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Again fix n 2 2. Then there is a degree d such that a < d <a’, d(“) = a(“) and 
d(“-‘)<a(“-‘). By Lemma 5.2, dEGL,(ar*). By Lemma 5.4, d$GL,_,(ar*). 
Hence GL,(ar*) - GL,_,(ar*) # 8. 
Finally, fix d such that for all II 2 0, a’“’ < d(“) < a(“+l). By Lemma 5.3, 
d $ lJ {GH,(ar*) : n E w}. By Lemma 5.4, d $ U {GL,(ar*) : n E w}. Hence d E 
GI(ar*) . 
We note that Lemmas 5.1-5.4 cannot be used to show that GH,(ar*) # (a. For if 
a<d<a’ and dEGHl(ar*), then d’=a (*) = 0’” and so d is a high cover for ar. 
Hence by Corollary 4.3, de J:= G&(ar*). In fact, the counterpart to the 
theorem that every non-zero degree has a predecessor in G&(O) fails. 
5.5. Theorem. There is a degree dE GHl(ar*) such that for all CE D”,, if csd 
then c q! GL,(ar*). 
Proof. Pick dE GHl(ar*) - GH&r*) as above with d’ = 0’“‘. Suppose c<d is 
given such that c E GL2(ar*). Then c’” = 0’“‘. H ence d is a high cover for ax and so 
d E GH,(ar*) by Corollary 4.3, a contradiction. q 
Theorem 5.5 can be combined with Corollary 3.7 to exhibit another sharp 
contrast between GH, and GH,(ar). For Jockusch [7] has shown that every 
degree in GHr bounds a minimal degree. However: 
5.6. Corollary. There is a degree dE GH,(ar*) such that for all upper bounds c s d 
for ar, c is not a minimal upper bound for ar. 
6. Open questions 
The results presented in this paper lead to more questions whose answers we 
would like to know, and leave many questions about ubs for ar unanswered. 
These questions fall into several categories. 
The first set of questions deals with comparisons between various subclasses of 
D& 
(Ql) We know that {dE Dz:d is a uub for ar}c{dEDO,:d is the degree of a 
model of Th(N)} G {dE Dz: d is a suub for ar}. Can either of these inclusions be 
reversed? 
(Q2) Do any of the three classes mentioned in (01) contain mubs for ar? 
(Q3) Let .& ={dEDz. . every function of degree d is dominated by an arithmetical 
function}. What relationship does this class have to uubs for ar? To suubs for ar? 
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The next set of questions deals with Jz. We have noted that .Jz has no minimal 
elements. Another question about Jg which we would like to see answered is: 
(Q4) Does JG contain an exact pair for ar, i.e., degrees a, b such that 
Vc(c~a&c~b-+cEar)? 
(Q.5) Is every degree in JG the jump of a mub for ar? It might be reasonable to 
consider this question for {d : d 2 0’“‘) in place of JG first. (Cooper [l] has shown 
that every dEG is the jump of a minimal degree.) 
There are several questions dealing with the generalized high/low hierarchy 
relativized to ar” whose answer we would like to know. 
(Q6) We know that every degree in Dz has a predecessor which is not in Jg, but 
may not have a predecessor in Gb(ar*). Must every such degree have a 
predecessor in GL,(ar*)? If not, how low in the hierarchy must a predecessor 
occur? 
(Q7) Does the join theorem for GH, generalize? Thus given de GHl(ar*) and 
aED; such that a<d is there a bEDE such that b<d and aUb=d? 
A much vaguer problem which we will not number is to find some nice 
properties which all degrees in GH,(ar*) must have. In particular, are there 
properties which must be possessed by at least one set or function of such a 
degree? 
We have concentrated, in this paper, on D”,. Some of the theorems we have 
proved have counterparts for other filters of D. Others are true for filters of upper 
bounds for ideals of D which are closed under jump. One might investigate results 
about DL for other filters. The results of Hodes [4] should be useful for such an 
analysis. 
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